As firms struggle to become more effective in research and innovation as well as operations some surprising solutions, diametrically opposed to popular fads and fashion, are emerging from research aimed at understanding the practices of highly successful firms.
Another sort of change in products and processes might be termed "architectural innovation," that is the rearrangement of well known components into new product and process forms. For example, several companies are launching hybrid electric automobiles based on components such as turbines and generators, electric motors and standard batteries that are well known and tested. While no part in the car is new, the ensemble of parts performs in different ways than does the car architecture we have had for many years, and it opens up a new trajectory for improvement in both system and components. Lighter weight materials and new power electronic controls might add great functionality to such an architecture.
In the case of processes architectural innovations may occur, for example, when several unit operations or processes are combined. Combined cycle electric generation is a recent change that uses heat from a gas turbine cycle to drive a standard steam cycle. Not only is the combined efficiency of the two processes much greater than that of either alone, but the rate of progress in improving such systems is much steeper than was that for either component.
Recent research in rapidly changing (semiconductor and computer related) industries shows that firms introducing architectural innovations were far more successful than those following other (radical or incremental) strategies. Firms that organized their development efforts to emphasize architectural innovations were three times as effective in R&D as were those firms which concentrated wholly on more rapid but more predictable innovations. One is tempted to speculate that the more rich and diverse is the set of product or process elements available to a firm the greater will be its possibility for implementing architectural changes. Indeed, semiconductor firms which search more broadly for technical information are clearly more effective than are those which search locally either in technological or geographic terms.
